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Spread spectrum time- and space-integrating
optical processor
Demetri Psaltis and David Casasent
A hybrid time- and space-integrating optical signal processor for spread spectrum application is described.
The system is self-synchronizing and capable of decoding frequency-hopped spread spectrum signals with
a large time-bandwidth product. Extensions to hybrid frequency-hopped/direct-sequence systems and to
ambiguity function processors are provided. Both theory and experimental verification are included.
1. Introduction
Spread spectrum (SS) systems' are well known to
provide high processing gain and noise jammer immu-
nity. These features are necessary in advanced com-
munications, radar, and C3I systems.2 The bandwidth
and time-bandwidth product (TBW) of the codes under
consideration in advanced SS systems are increasing so
rapidly that they threaten to exceed our ability to pro-
cess accurately such data in real time. For these rea-
sons, optical signal processors have recently received
renewed attention.3 This research has been fostered
by recent advances in acoustooptic (AO) transducers,
novel signal processing architectures, and new signal
processing algorithms.3
The SS system we consider uses a frequency-hopped
(FH) code. Self-synchronization and decoding of the
data with a large delay range search window and long
TBW codes are the processor features we desire. In
Sec. II we define the SS signal processing required. The
optical processor is then described in Sec. III. Exper-
imental verification is included in Sec. IV.
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II. FH SS Signal Processing Theory
A specific formulation of the signal processing re-
quirements for a FH SS system is provided that best
enables the optical signal processing architecture to be
described. We describe the FH SS transmitted signal
as follows:
M [t - (m + /2)to1a(t) = _H t exp(j2irfmt),
where
I (t b) 1 for a- b/2 t < a + b/2, zero otherwise.
(1)
(2)
This describes a sequence of M frequencies fio each of
chirp duration to, centered at t = (m + 1/2)to. The
summation describes the sequence of different
frequencies used in the different to time slots. The
frequency sequence f, = ... f.. . M does not imply
a linear sequence of frequencies, i.e., f3 > f2 > f 1, etc.
The received signal b(t) is a delayed version of a(t)
described by Eq. (1) with m = n. In most cases, the
cross correlation of a(t) and b(t) is performed. In a
radar SS system, the range and often Doppler of the
target is estimated by the position of the correlation
peak. In a SS communication system, the data are
encoded in the polarity of the correlation peak. In both
cases, a matched spatial filter (MSF) correlation pro-
cessor is optimum for detection of a signal in white
noise.4 For FH systems, the MSF produces approxi-
mately the optimum processing gain (M - 1 vs M). In
all the cases to be considered, we assume use of a moving
window time domain optical correlator that realizes the
cross correlation as
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R(t) = fa(T)b*(T - t)dT
= IT -xp(127rtnt (i + -/ 2)toJ l [T - t - (n + 1/2 )t(
= Fi exp(j27rft) FM_ f expUj27r(f. - f.)T]Ifl1 drT. (3)
This type of correlator enables us to search the desired
large range delay. If fm F f, a beat frequency that is
an integer multiple of the step frequency Af = min(fm
- fn) results. If the instantaneous bandwidth 1/to of
the transmitted data is less than Af, the integral in Eq.
(3) approaches 0, and thus the correlation integral in Eq.
(3) has a value only for fm = fn. For Af > I/to, Eq. (3)
reduces to
R(t) = E exp(j27rfmt) II to (m +
m tX o
x II [Tt )to ] dT. (4)
Anticipating the method by which the correlation in
Eq. (3) will be realized by formation of the Fourier
transform of b (t) in an AO processor, we write the cor-
responding input signal as b(t - r')Il(T'Ito), where -r'
= xlv, x is the spatial AO line variable and also the shift
variable with units of time that correspond to spatial
distance. The Fourier transform with respect to T' of
this signal is a function of time and frequency:
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of an optical hybrid time- and space-
integrating spread spectrum processor.
F(t,f) = exp(-j2ft) L Jil I -I ) II [ | exp(j27rfmT) exp(j27rfT)dT, (5)
where the variable substitution t - T' = T or r' = t -
has been used, and the expression from Eq. (1) has been
substituted for b(t) with constant factors omitted.
Comparing Eqs. (4) and (5) and realizing that the first
exponential term in Eq. (4) is of no concern when I R 12
is measured (because it integrates out as described
above), we note that R(t) can be obtained by the fol-
lowing three steps:
(1) Formation of the Fourier transform F(t,f) over a
time window to of the received signal b(t). Note that
this Fourier transform varies with time and frequency
(or space).
(2) Evaluation or sampling of F(t,f) at f = -fm. For
each f = -fm, the Fourier transform varies as a function
of time.
(3) Delaying F(t,fm) by (m + /2)to for each fm and
summing the selected and delayed specifically evaluated
Fourier transforms over all the values of m.
We thus describe our self-synchronizing and decoding
algorithm to obtain R (-) from F(t,f) as
= F[t + ( + /2)to, A 2 (6)
Ill. Optical Processor for FH SS Data
The optical signal processor in Fig. 1 performs the
required processing to produce R (r) in Eq. (3) for all the
range delays using the algorithm described above. The
received signal b(t) is fed to the AO cell at Pi. Its
transmittance is b(t - ')I('/to). The 1-D horizontal
Fourier transform of this signal, described by Eq. (5),
is incident on P2. This Fourier transform pattern is a
function of time and frequency (or space) as noted in
Eq. (5). A mask is placed at P2 with slits at horizontal
locations corresponding to the frequencies f in the
code. The sequence of FH frequencies f,,} is encoded
by the ordered sequence of the vertical locations of the
apertures at P2. The P2 mask thus has axes fA (hori-
zontal) and m (vertical). P2 is imaged vertically to
image each frequency band onto one detector and
demagnified horizontally to collect all the light from
each band onto a vertical linear detector array at P3. At
t = to, f1 is present, and detector element 1 (the top
detector element) receives a pulse of light. At t = 2to,
f2 is present in the input. The aperture at the corre-
sponding vertical location in row 2 in P2 now transmits
light; this is incident on detector 2 in the output, and
this process continues.
When the output detector array is an integrating
CCD shift register,7 the detected CCD outputs are in-
tegrated during the chip duration to and the shifted
down vertically at a clock rate equal to lto. Thus, after
Mto, the Mth CCD detector contains the summation
over m of M frequency pulses, all with the proper time
delay and in the proper coded frequency sequence.
Thus the optical system of Fig. 1 provides the correla-
tion of a long time duration signal of M chips with a
wide signal bandwidth and yet with a long range delay
search window. By performing the processing of the
signal in M parts, each of low time duration to, and
properly summing each output, a large TBW correlation
is achieved. The resultant optical processor is a time-
and space-integrating correlator (a TSI system). The
space integrations is performed by the Fourier trans-
form lens over space , and the time integration is
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Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of an optical hybrid time- and space-integrating ambiguity function spread spectrum processor.
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Fig. 3. Schematic diagram of the experimental optical spread spectrum processor.
performed by properly delaying and summing the out-
put signal at different instances in time over m (this is
achieved by the vertical location of the slits in the op-
tical mask at P2 and by the choice of the clock rate for
the output CCD shift register detector).
In the design of this system, we chose the output de-
tector shift rate to be 1/to and the aperture time of the
input AO cell to be to also. In terms of Eq. (5) the
Fourier transform is performed by L, on the AO line
data at P,. The sampling and evaluation of Eq. (5) at
fm are performed by the vertical slits in the mask at P2;
the time delay and summation of these outputs are
achieved by the choice of the vertical locations of the
apertures in P2 , the clock rate 1/to of the output CCD
detector, and the aperture time to of the input AO cell.
The output correlation SNR obtained is within 3 dB of
the optimum due to the noncoherent summation in Eq.
(5). The full optimum output SNR can be obtained by
varying the clock rate of the output detector or the
synchronization rate of a pulse input laser source. The
sync rate of the detector need only be varied over a to/2
delay time to be phase locked to the signal and achieve
optimum system correlation performance. In the most
simplified description of this system, we can view it as
an optically addressed electronic correlator (the CCD
shift register detector) in which the optical system is
used to present the necessary inputs to the electronic
filter in the correct time and space format.
This system can easily be modified for single sideband
modulation and decoding of information. In such a
case, complementary frequency encoding is used. In
such modulation, a set of M frequencies { I are chosen
for the FH code. One-half of the frequencies are used
to transmit a 1, and the other half to transmit a 0. The
two sets of frequencies are complements with respect
to the carrier center frequency fo, i.e., we describe one
FH set of frequencies by
E expU27r(fo + fi)]
M
and the other set by
E expU27r(fo-fm)].
m
To decode such complementary frequency encoded FH
data, we must evaluate the Fourier transform of b(t) at
-±fm rather than at just -fm, evaluate the 1 and 0 FH
sequences as in Fig. 1, and detect the two possible out-
puts on two linear output detector arrays as above.
Since a coherent optical system automatically forms
both the fim frequencies, this decoding scheme with
the indicated complementary frequency FH coding is
thus directly realizable on the same optical system.
The processing gain of this system will equal the num-
ber of detector elements (>103 with state-of-the-art
components).
Extensions of the basic system to hybrid FH/DS
coding schemes, in which a DS or PRN code of M chips
is transmitted at each of the f frequencies in the FH
code, are also possible. In this case, synchronization is
easily possible only over the DS code length.
As the final extension of this TSI system, we consider
a SS radar application in which a Doppler shift can
occur between the transmitted and received signals. In
this case, the range delay and Doppler shift are desired,
i.e., an ambiguity function output display.4 The system
of Fig. 2 achieves this. The input signal b (t -
T')II(r'/to) is now imaged onto a mask at P2, consisting
of gratings at spatial frequencies corresponding to
frequencies {m} in the FH code ordered vertically in the
frequency sequence of the code. The vertical magni-
fication between P, and P2 is such that the image of P,
illuminates all the frequency channels at P2 simulta-
neously. We assume a constant Doppler shift over the
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Fig. 4. (a) Input and (b) output from the optical spread spectrum processor of Fig. 3.
code length that is small compared with ft. Multipli-
cation of b(t) by the P2 mask produces a beat frequency
equal to the difference between the received and
transmitted frequencies. The Fourier transform per-
formed by L2 causes the output Fourier transform to
deflect horizontally proportional to this beat frequency
or Doppler shift. At P3 , a 2-D vertical linear detector
array is placed. The proper ordering of the mask's
spatial frequencies together with the time-integrating
shift register output CCD detector provide the desired
R(t) output vertically as before. The linear vertical
detector array in the 2-D output plane on which the
output occurs yields the necessary Doppler information.
The entire 2-D output is the ambiguity function.
Thus, the basic optical signal processor of Fig. 1 can
provide synchronization and correlation of a FH se-
quence with long input time duration Mto (msec or
more) and large overall bandwidths M/to (108-109 Hz
or more) with modest individual component specifica-
tions. This is achieved by the TSI system described in
which a space-integrating Fourier transform system
produces a time varying signal spectrum, which is then
integrated in time over the output detector.
IV. Experimental Conformation
To demonstrate the basic principle of operation of the
SS optical signal processor described in Sec. III, the
system of Fig. 3 was assembled. For the experiments
performed the chip length was to = /60 kHz = 16 ,Asec
(equal to the aperture time of the AO cell at P, of Fig.
3), the set of five frequencies used was Ifi = f ... 
where f = 32 MHz and Af = 1.2 MHz, and the FH code
chosen was If, = f2, f, f, f4, and f5.
Because a shift, delay, and integrating CCD output
detector array of the type necessary was not available
to us, the necessary sum and delay operations were
performed in special purpose postdetector hardware
using amplifiers, threshold detectors, flip-flops and
adders properly hardwired to the correct detector out-
puts for the FH code used. In Fig. 4(a), the voltage
controlled oscillator input to the AO cell (frequency vs
time) is shown for seven cycles of the code. The resul-
tant output from the digital postprocessor is shown in
Fig. 4(b). As predicted, an output correlation peak
occurs whenever the correct input code is present, and
the time of occurrence of the output peak indicates the
range delay between the received and transmitted sig-
nals. The system was also tested with other FH code
inputs to demonstrate its ability to discriminate in a
multiuser application (excellent results occurred as
predicted by theory). The performance of the system
in the presence of a single frequency jammer at one of
the frequencies Ifil was also tested. In this case, an
output analogous to the one in Fig. 4(b) was obtained
with the output dc level increased by one part in M,
where M is the number of frequenciesin the FH code.
This is in agreement with theory and demonstrates the
processing gain and use of the system in practical noise
environments.
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